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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statenent of the Problem. This study has been undertruren 
to determine whether or not third grade children have the abili-
ty to discriminate bett-teen relevant nnd irrelevant material in 
the social studies field. It will further determine the cor2e-
lation betvreen critical thinking and mental ae;e. 
The study of the social sciences is that of man and his 
place in society, ;;ith e1q1hasis on the interplay between !i'.an 
and forces outside himself. Because it has been found that 
the process of leD."nine; necessarily involves a modificatio:: 
1 
of behavior on the :rart of the individual , modern educators 
have been interested in finding the most efficient and thouGht-
provoking methods of teaching. Helping students to solve 
problems, t-rhich implies the teaching of democratic and dynamic 
living, t-r as resolved as the best approach by the social studies 
2 
educators. By this method childPen find ans1-ters to their ovm 
1 Arthur I. Gates et al., Educational Psychology (Nel-l 
York: Macmillan Company, 19L~9), p. 288. 
2George L. Fersh, "The Preface," The Problems Approach and 
the Social Studies (National Council for the Social Studies 
Curriculum Series, No. 9. Washington, D. C.: National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1955), p. v. 
• 
questions, since they do not have to memorize facts unrelated 
to their lives. This flexible teaching procedure involves 
the use of many different study skills requiring active parti-
cipation on the part of the child. 
Dewey3 recognized that the motive for thinking in order to 
accomplish something tangible is stronger than thinking for 
its own sake. To make children aware of goals and objectives 
is, therefore, an important educational function.4 Social 
studies, which reaches out beyond the area of the blackboard 
and the three R's, provides the background of information 
which will most readily stimulate inquiry. Through hearing, 
reading and talking about other people, places and customs, 
children begin to realize the depth and breadth of life and 
or their own role in sociely. This is, perhaps, the greatest 
initial contribution of the teacher of social studies. The 
problem-approach method of teaching helps children to work 
toward specific goals, and to develop an alert and questioning 
mind. Because training in solving problems develops a child's 
awareness of such problems, this is of major importance in 
preparing children to assume their rightful place in society. 
3 
John Dewey, How We Think (Boston: D. c. Heath and 
Company, 1933), P• 49. 
• 4 
Robert L. Thorndike, "How Children Learn the Principles 
and Techniques or Problem-Solving," Forty-Ninth Yearbook of: 
the National Society for~he Stud) of Education (Chicago: 
University of: Chicago Press, 1950 , P• 194. 
2 
Hcelping them to tackle and solve problems early in lif'e will 
aid them to better adjust to the turmoil of' life.5 
The unit method of' teaching social studies aims to develop 
~ attitudes and understandings which are consonant with demo-
• 
6 
cratic principles. By working and studying with other children 
toward a common HOrthwhile purpose, children learn and ex-
perience cooperation and appreciative respect f'or others. 
The mind is a living organ. It is not to be f'illed, but 
must be guided and developed to its proper activity. 7 Because 
study skills help to sharpen and develop the mind through 
teaching the technique of' problem solving, they are important 
in the social studies program. A study sponsored by the 
Detroit Public School and Wayne University broke the procedure 
down to: 8 
1. Def'ining the Problem 
2. Working on the Problem 
3· Drawing a Conclusion 
4• Carrying out the Conclusion 
5Ruth E. Ellsworth, "Suggested Emphases f'or the ElementaPy 
School," Social Education• XVII (February, 1953), PP• 57-61. 
6John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a 
Democracy (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), P• 2. 
7Joseph Baldwin, Elementart Ps~cholo~~ and Education (New York: Appleton & Company, 889 , p.l • 
8samuel P. McCutchen, "The Theory and Philosophy of' the 
Problem Apnroach," The Problems A nroach and the Social Studies 
(National Council for " Soc a S ud es Curr cu um Ser es, 
No • 9. 'tlashington, D. C~: National Council f'or the Social 
Studies, 1955), p. 2. 
3 
Since the student's task in social studies is mostly concerned 
with gathering and critically using data taken ~rom authori-
tative works, speci~ic training is needed to develop the abili-
~ ty to select and organize in~ormation. 9 This technique demands 
the exercise o~ judgement in selecting the precise ~acts 1-1hich 
are signi~icant in relation to the particular phase o~ a 
problem.10The mental discipline involved in such a procedure 
stimulates the re~lective or scientific method o~ thinking. 
• 
There are many opinions regarding the trans~er o~ learning, 
but a conjecture that an inclination to question and ponder 
will be aided by the social studies program o~ problem solving 
seems reasonable. De~ining the problem is one step toward the 
solution , and the systemmatic method o~ attack encouraged 
by study skills is the second step which will help to 
clarify thinking~l 
Although ability to find facts r'equires a certain runount 
o~ critical thinking, Dewey in~ers that such thinking does 
not indicate the ability to evaluate and comprehend the signi-
9Margaret L. Sullivan, "A Study o~ the Literature o~ Study 
Skills in the Social Studies ~or the Intermediate Grades" 
{unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School o~ Edu-
cation, Boston, 1942), p. 329. 
10Dewey, ~ cit., pp. 191-201. 
11Richard E. Gross, "Trends in the Use of the Problem 
Approach, 11 The Problems Approach and the Social Studies 
(National Council for the social Studies Curriculum Series, 
No. 9. Washington, D. C.: National Council for the Social 
studies, 1955). p. 100. 
4 
• 
• 
12 ficance of the facts a£ter reading about them. Finding rele-
vant facts is only part of the problem-solving technique, but 
it is a part which can be taught at an early age and developed 
to a surprisingly high degree. The ability to recognize and 
solve problems is found in the seven-year old child.13Through 
the teaching of good work-study skill~a const~uctive and posi-
tive approach to critical thinking and making judgements will 
be furthered.14A student will constantly examine the validity 
of a question and study the data to find the method of 
solution. This intellectual curiosity will keep the mind 
focused on the problem and on whatever may be pertinent. 
The introduction of social studies in the third grade has 
. 15 
a two-f'old purpose. Skill in critical reading is developed 
through the teaching of' content subjects, and the skill of' 
independent interpretation is stimulated. Since the indi-
vidual's interests and attitudes af'f'ect his ability to think, 
critical thinking can be improved appreciably through experience 
12 John c. Dewei{, "Acquisition of' Facts as a Means of' Read-
ing Comprehension~ Elementary School Journal, XXV (January, 
1935), PP• 3l~6-34tl. 
l3E. F. Heilbreder, "Problem Solving in Adults and 
Childy>en," Pedagogical Seminary, XXXV (1928), pp. 522-545. 
14constance in 
the Im rovement 
York: McGraw-Hi 
l5Paul McKee, The Teachin~ of' Reading in the Elementary 
School (Boston: Houghton Miff in Company, 1948), p. 285. 
5 
• 
• 
in problem-solving situations and proper instruction in work-
16 habits • 
16M. Hill, Training to Reason (Melbourne, Australia: 
Melbourne University Press, 1936), P• 6. 
6 
• 
• 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH 
Learning has been defined by Gates1as the modification of 
behavior l-rhich results from experience. This brief statement 
emphasizes what a groat distinction there is between learning 
and reasoning. Life is a continuation and series of expcri-
ences whether they are physical, spiritual or mental. The 
ability to reason about them is the basis of me~•s learning. 
Knowledge which is gained as the result of experience is re-
presented by such terms as understandings, attitudes, or 
skills. The process of reasoning goes on at the same time 
the learner is confronted with a situation. 2 In such cases 
the individual is of primary importance. The change that 
takes place between the first attempts at performance and the 
ultimate behavior pattern is the essence of reasoning. 
Theories of learning and of the role of insight and under-
standing differ widely, ranging from the Associationist con-
ception of lea~"ning o.s a 11 popula tion of habits, 11 to the Gestalt 
theory, Hhich insists that the mechanical runnine off of prior 
habits is not sufficient. HOl-rever, there has evolved the 
1Arthur I. Jersild Gatos, ot al., Educational Psychology 
(New York: Mo.cMillan Company, 191~2), p. 288. 
2 Ibid., p. 29'). 
• 
• 
common agreement concerning the importance of habit, and the 
relationship between learning and motivation. 
Critical thinking ability does not come naturally. Its 
growth and maturity starts about when a child reaches the 
third grade. Hilda Taba concludes in a study of problems in-
volved in teaching critical thinking, that a more comprehen-
sive picture is necessary to decide what critical thinking 
involves, and what factors and psychological principles e££ect 
learning. 
"We are beginning to think in terms o£ develop-
mental processes in other areas o£ growth, and 
it is necessary to see critical thinking as a 
developmental process also, in which there is 
a psychological learning sequence that students 
need to follow. 11 3 
In his study on the prejudiced-thinking o£ school children 
in 1930, Cambell determined that increase in age did not denote 
the development o£ critical thinking.4 Therefore, the art o£ 
valid thinking must be taught in the classroom by means of 
specific subject matter and scientific techniques; because) 
however well-meant it may be, hit-or-miss, undirected teaching 
does not help children to acquire right attitudes and proper 
thinking habits. Teaching children to transfer and apply a 
known £act to a second unknown fact has been found to be the 
basis of reasoning, since it brings about the recognition of 
3H. Taba, "Problems in Developing Critical Thinking," 
Progressive Education, (November, 1950), PP• 45-48. 
4H. Cambell, "Prejudiced Thinking of School Children," 
Teachers Journal and Abstracts. (New York: Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, v. 6, 1930~ P• L~5. 
8 
• 
resembl~nce. Consequently, this method should be nurtured 
and consciously developed. 
One or the earliest indications of a movement to improve 
children's thinking was discussed in a round-table conrerence 
held by the Department of Elementary Education of the National 
Education Association in 1905, led by Frank McMurray. Later 
in a study of the thinking done by a group of grade children 
when encouraged to ask and answer questions on United States' 
history for themselves, Inga 0. Helseth concluded that 
children's attention to their method of study improved their 
ability to think about questions on history.5 This is signi-
ficant vmen the fact is considered that increase in age and 
inrormation does not contribute appreciably to the develop-
ment or thinking. It has been found that the period or great-
est development in the ability to make inrerences is during 
the first three school years6, which indicates the necessity 
or definite subject matter and study techniques for further 
strides in the development of social study programs in these 
grades. To learn to think one must have frequent practicein 
thinking about various specific situations and their solutions. 
As a natural result one will seek a solution by the same 
method when any problem comes, personal or social. 
~ 5Inga o. H~lseth, Children's Thinking (Teachers' College 
University Contribution to Education No. 209 New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers' Coilege, Co~umbia University, 
l926)b P• 74• 
Cambell, op. cit., PP• 443-448. 
9 
• 
• 
The inclination o~ children from six to nine years old to 
make sweeping conclusions is conditioned by their ~reedom and 
spontaneity o~ thought, since children speak ~rankly without 
giving thought to social propriety. Since written and oral re-
ports are an important aspect in the development o~ a social 
studies unit, emphasis on sel~-expression and clarity o~ 
thought contribute to a great degree toward straight thinking.7 
Fred Bonser investigated the capacity o~ ~ourth, ~ifth, and 
sixth grade children to reason by developing a series o~ tests 
which could be relied upon as measures of purposive thinking. 
One consideration pertinent to this study is his observance o~ 
the di~~ercnces and development of these various ~orms o~ in-
tellectual activity in these three grades. His conclusions 
a~~irm that childrn pro~it through continuous experience in 
situations requiring purposive thinking, or reason,~rom the 
beginning o~ the a~orementioned mental age of reason, which 
1.;ras stated as being the third grade level. 8 It is interesting 
to note that Deutsche says that causal thinking develops by a 
gradual process and can be developed through guidance. 9 
7Harold A. Anderson, "Critical Thinking Through Instruc-
tion in English," English Journal, XXXVI, (Feb1•uary, 1947), 
P• 73-84. 
8Fred G. Bonser, Reasonin Abilit o~ Children o~ th, 
ith, and 6th grades (Teac ers 1 College n varsity ontribution 
o Education, No. 37 1 New York: Bureau o~ Publications, 
Teachers• College, Columbia University, 1910), pp. 1-15. 
9Jean Deutsche, The Development o~ Children's Concepts of 
Ceusal Relations (Minneapolis; University o~ Minnesota Press, 
l 37), P• 93. 
10 
• 
• 
Dewey's f'inding, based on a study of' 140 pupils, sho1,;-ed 
a discrepancy between the ability to locate f'actual inf'orma-
tion and the ability to assimilate the information with f'ull 
10 
cognizance of' its inf'erences. Roma Gans also f'ound low corre-
lations bet1-teen the critical ref'erence-reading tests and the 
reading criterion.11Improvement in the ability to discriminate 
between relevant and irrelevant material and in the ability to 
recognize validity can be developed by emphasizing reading f'or 
f'acts and ideas related to a given topic. study-skill drills 
as an ef'f'ective aid in the teaching of' critical thinking has 
12 been proven by Yoakum and Truby. Although reading ability, 
and ability to interpret data are somewhat related in the 
social studies, Paul Grim's premise is that they should be 
considered as distinctive objectives and be evaluated by 
13 
separate tests or techniques. 
10John c. Dewey, "The Acquisition of' Facts as a Means of' 
Reading Comprehension," Elementary School Journal, XXXV 
(January, 1935), pp. 346-8. 
11 Roma Gans, in 
the Intermediate Gra es 
tribution to Education, No. 811. Neu York: Bureau of' Publi-
cations, Teachers' College, Columbia University, 19/.J-0), p. 110. 
12Gerard ~. Yoakum and Robert G. Simpson, Modern Methods 
and Techniques of' Teaching (New York: Macmillan Company, 
1949), p. 429. 
l3Paul R. Grim, Inter retation 
in the Social Studie~s~r.E~u~c~a~t;i~o~n~a~~R~e~s~e~a~r~c~~~~~r;~~~==~~ 
No. 13. Columbus, Ohio: Bureau of' Educational Research, 
College of Education, Ohio State University, 1941), PP• 372-IJ.. 
11 
• 
• 
'!larking with high school children, Sylvia Kay evolved a 
program of' critical reading tests to demonstrate vrhether or 
not critical thinking could be improved with an adequate read-
ing program.14Most pertinent to this study is the f'irst test 
in the battery of' six tests. Students were required to ab-
stract various paragraphs, apply their mm thinking and elimi-
nate unnecessary facts. 
Great strides have been made since 1942 in understanding 
the nature and pu:!:>pose of' critical thinldng, and in devising 
methods of teaching evaluative thinking. In an article on the 
subjec~Robert L. Thorndike points out that the real goal in 
teaching the skills of' critical thinking is to equip children 
with a tool which they can and Should use in solving personal 
or social problems.15In Teaching Critical Thinlcing in t~ 
16 17 Social Studies, Frederick G. Marcham outlines and Elmer Ellis 
describes some practical procedures for developing skill in se-
1ecting, organi~ing and evaluating material in social studies. 
l4sylvia Kay, "Critical Thinking: Its Importance and De-
velopment," English Journal, XXXV (September, 1946), PP• 380-5. 
15Robert L. Thorndike, 11 HOvl Children Learn the Principles 
and Techniques of' Problem-Solving," Forty-Ninth Yearbook of' 
the National Societ f'or the Stud of EdUcation (Chicago: 
University of C icago Press, 0 , PP• 1 - 1 • 
l6Frederick G. :Harcharn, 11 The Nature and Purpose of' Criti-
cal Thinking in Social Studies, 11 Teaching Critical Thinking in 
the Social Studies, Thirteenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for Social Studies (~ashington, D.C.: National Education 
Association, 1942), P• 57. 
17Ellis, op. cit., pp. L~9-92. 
12 
• 
• 
The motivating force in social studies training is the 
direction and shaping of the student's interest in developing 
good thi~~ing habits and attitudes. Thorndike states that, 
though knowledge of a topic does not indicate ability to solve 
problems related to it, the attempt to solve problems adds to 
the growth and richness or students.1Bworking with other child-
ren emphasizes the importance or cooperation and the necessity 
of individual constructive contributions. Teaching children 
to think implies giving them freedom to explore and question. 
In order that they may be able to understand and define a 
specific problem, it is important to give them a problem which 
is related to the average child's experience. 
The teacher's role is to guide the relevancy of the 
children's comments and thus increase their skill to draw on 
personal experience and knowledge. Alquist Andrew's thesis 
points out questioning is the background of healthy mental 
activity. The author observed also that teachers should know 
more about the thought processes to enable them to formulate 
questions in a manner that will exercise these processes.19 
Following this same line of thought Glaser opined that schools 
have been found lacking in making a conscious and tJell-directed 
effort totvard promoting procedures to guide pupils on 
18Thorndike, op. cit., p. 194• 
19Alquist A. Andrew, "The Art of Questioning" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 
1954), P• 15. 
13 
• 
• 
developing critical thinking ability. 20rn the introduction to 
21 Teaching Critical Thinking in the Social Studies, Hm-.rard 
Anderson "ugg3sts that classroom teachers determine specific 
skills tvhich are part of the general skill in critical thinl;:-
ing; that these skills must be presented in life-lil:e situa-
tions; and that they be mastered to the degree that they are 
incorpo-~ated into the mental life of the children. 
A Service Paper, writtein in 19L!_8 by Catherine Sullivan, 
was based on the need for emphasis in the primary grades for 
skill in remembering and recalling materials which have been 
ith . 22 i e er read or experlenced. r1 ss Sullivan chose this subject 
because the acquisition and application of knowledge is prima-
rily dependent upon the ability to retain and recall material. 
The three aspects used by J .• ':1. \lr'ightstone to measure pupils' 
growth in critical thinking Here obtaining facts, makitm con-
23 
elusions, and personally applying the general facts learned. 
20 Edward H. Glaser, An Experiment in the Develotment of 
Critical Thinking (Teachers• College University Con ribution 
to Educl'.tion, No. 843. Netv York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers• College, Columbia University, 1941), p. 8. 
21Hol"o.rd Anderson, "Introduction, 11 Teaching Cri tico.l 
Thinkin~ in the Social Studies, Thirteenth Yearbook of the 
Nationa Council for Social Studies (Washington, D. C.: 
National .&lucation Association, 191~2), p. vii. 
22catherine Sullivan, "An Examination of Workable Exercises 
for Developing Oral Recall in Grade 3 11 (unpublished Service 
paper, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1948), p.3 • 
23 
J. l.f. 11lrightstone, Hanual for Test of Critical Thinkin 
in the Social Studies in Grades and New York: Bureau 
o ons, Teac ers o um ia University, 1939), 
p. 
• 
• 
In an evaluation o:f the e:ffectiveness o:f the teaching o:f 
study skills, Anne McCarthy :found an improvement in the total 
Z!t 
reading ability and in use o:f study skills. · 
The material presented in this paper demonstrates the 
value o:f the time devoted in social studies to the basic work-
study and evaluative type skills. People o:f all ages learn 
:from concrete eA~erience. The social scientist by emphasizing 
the teaching o:r study skills and by incorpo~ating problem 
solving in the social studies program utilizes these basic 
premises o:f education. 
24Anne McCarthy, "An Evaluation o:f the E:ffectiveness o:f 
Teaching Study Skills" (unpublished Master's thesis~, Boston 
University School o:f Education, Booton, 1951), p. lD • 
15 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Bool{s, studies and articles dealing >lith social studies 
show that reviewing pertinent material is one of' the most 
ei'i'ective tmys to develop critical thinking. The study of' a 
subject Hhich ranp,es in interest i'rom Indiann to Eskimos 
necessitates much reading. It also required knowledge of' the 
use of' indices, maps and various other sources. Therefore, the 
abilit;r to read critically and discriminately is particularly 
requisite, and i'orms an integral part of' any social studies 
program. A representative outline of' approved study skills 
>Thich have been used to develop critical thinking i'ollo>lS: 
1. the ability to distinguish beh;een relevant 
and irrelevant material 
2. the ability to recognize the sui'f'iciency of' 
material to anst-Ter a spec if'ic question 
3. the ability to choose appropriate sub-topics 
i'or a given heading 
~-· the ability to select appropriate subject head-
ings and selective lists of' items 
5. the ability to arrange topics in logical sequence 
6. 1 the ability to take pertinent notes 
1Frederick G. Marcham, "The Nature and Purpose of' Criti-
cal Thinking in Social Studies," Teaching Critical Thinking in 
the Social Studies, Thirteenth Yearbook of' the National Council 
i'or Social Studies (Washington, D. C.: National Education 
Association, 1942), P• 57. 
• 
In summary, all of' these skills evolve :from the skill to dis-
criminate. Since this is so, students should be impressed con-
stantly th~t the skill once mastered Hill :further, a.nd aid 
logic s.l thinking. 
This study had boon undertaken to determine Hhether or 
not third grade children have the ability to disoriminate be-
b1eon relevant and irrelevant material in the social studies. 
It Hill :further determine the correlation bet1o1een critical 
thinldng and intelligence. In 1951 the author developed an 
exercise bae<ed on children's social experience up to the latter 
part of' the third grade in ordur to investigate the two 
a:forementioned problems. Permission Has obtained to administer 
the exorcise in Community A. Titles of books and chapters of 
books appropriate to the grade t-rere used in a mul tip1e choice 
test. The children crere required to choose the best of the 
four or chapter titles. On each exercise directions and 
a sample item Here included together Hith a separate instruc-
tion sheet for the teacher, Hhich explained the purpose and 
procedure for giving the exerci::;o. Because this exorcise Has 
designed to discover children's ability to discriminate rather 
than to test their knowledge, the pressure of' a time limit was 
not considered particularly helpful. A representative group 
of children -vms chosen ranging from lm-r to high economic levels. 
• There was also a Hide variance of mental age. A good example 
taken at randDm from the exercise of 28 items follows: 
17 
• 
• 
Judy is studying about the different foods that 
are grown in New Engls.nd. If she Hants to learn 
about a fruit that might be grown where she 
lives which book should she read? 
1. Where the Tall Corn Grows 
-----2. Lumbering in New England 
_____ 3. Picking Apples in the Orchard 
_____ 4. An Orange Orchard in the South 
The children 1-~ere required to put an "x" beside the title they 
thought would be the best answer to the questions. See Appendix 
I for the exercise and the teacher's direction sheet. 
The Otis Q.uiclc-Scoring Test was used to determine the 
I. Q.. of the children. Then the raw test scores and intelli-
gence test scores were computed to find the mean of each. 
See Appendix II for the table of I. Q.•s and of test scores. 
2 
Next, using the \vert's formula for ungrouped data for machine 
calculation, the coeff'icient of' correlation ,;as obtained. 
The coefficient of correlation is a number that tells to 
Hhat extent two things are related. The results of the calcu-
lation may be qualified by pointing out that the I. Q. scores 
are abnormally high, causing an over-balance Hhich tends to 
weaken the corc·elation. Its significance is based on 
Guilforrr•s3chart for interpreting the strength of relationship. 
2James E. Wert, et al., Statistical Methods in Educational 
and Pslchological Research (New York: Appleton, Century-Crofts, 
Inc., 954), P• 83. 
3J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19 0 
18 
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Less than .20 
.20 - • L~O 
·40 - .70 
.70 - .90 
.90 -1.00 
• • • • • • • 
....... 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
....... 
Slight, almost neglie;ible relationship 
:Uo<r correlation; def'ini te but small 
relationship 
11oderate correlation; substantial 
relationship 
High correlation; marked relationship 
Very high correlation; very dependable 
relationship 
In conclusion, it is important to note that all these 
f'indings must be tempered by recognition of' the f'act that high 
I. Q.•s do not necessarily mean that all children attain equnl 
reading levels at the same age • 
19 
• 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
AND SUJV!MARY CONCLUSIONS 
It has been stated that the children participating in 
this study •vere chosen f'rom schools located in districts where 
most of' the parents worked in the trades. Three of' the schools 
1,rere located in medium-lOlf economic areas; the f'ourth, in that 
of' high middle class. The I. Q.'s ranged f'rom 83 to 166, 
while the scores on the te~ts ranged f'rom 5 to 24. 
The f'ollowing table illustrates the means of' the total 
score and I. Q. 
Table I 
Sex No. of' Cases Test Score I. Q. 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
105 12.33 113.26 
98 14.81 115.77 
203 13 • 53 ll4.L~7 
----------------~~~ 
• 
The f'irst purpose of' this study "as to determine \;hether 
or not third grade children have the ability to discriminate 
between relevant and irrelevant .facts. The chart sho~>fs that 
the particular group of' children used in the experiment had 
I. Q. 's, which may inf'luence the correlation betHeen test 
scores and r. Q. 1 s. 
The coef'f'icient of' correlation, .267, Has determined by 
using the .formula .for ungrouped data, machine calculation. 
The loH correlation ~eveals a de.finite, but not substantial 
relationship beHeen an individual's I. Q. and his ability 
to discrimim te as measm~ed by these instruments. 
Conclusions. The .following conclusions were drawn on 
the basis of' a care.ful analysis of' the f'oregoint; data. 
1. Third grade children can discriminate bet;Jeen relevant 
and irrelevant material. 
2. As measured by these instruments there is a def'inite, 
but not statistically signi.ficant correlation between 
the two .factors considered. 
3. The girls had higher I. Q.•s and higher test scores 
than the boys. 
Suggested :further research. To supplement the .findings 
o.f this study, suggestions f'or .further research are: 
1. A study to determine Hhy girls score consistently higher 
• than boys. 
2. A study with similar instruments to see if' comparable 
results would be obtained. 
21 
• 
• 
3. The administration of a similar study using controlled 
groups to see if differences uere attained • 
22 
• 
• 
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APPENDIX I 
PICKING THE BEST TITLE 
• 
• 
• 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Dear Teacher: 
This exercise, Picking the Best Title, \vas composed 
to investigate the ability of third grade children to 
distin~~ish between relevant and irrelevant facts in the 
social studies field. Because social studies are formally 
introduced in the third grade, the multiple-choice items 
in this exercise are based on children's social experience 
up to and through the third grade. 
The children a~e to choose the best of the four 
possible book or chapter titles to anmver the question. 
It must be emphasized that this exercise is not a test; 
the children may take all the time needed to anm·rer the 
questions. 
Your cooperation in taking part in this study is 
sincerely appreciated. 
Yours sincerely, 
Lee H. Viafora 
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Name ________________ _ 
School ________________ _ 
PICKING THE BEST TITI.E 
DIRECTIONS 
Read each o:f the :following questions. You trill :find 
below each question 4 answers, only one o:f which is 
right. Pick out the one you think answers the question 
best. Put an X beside your answer as shown in the 
example. 
Judith had been studying about how cotton is grown in 
the South on plantations. I:f she wants to learn 
more about cotton 1•hich o:f the :following books should 
she read? 
1. Working on a Tobacco Plantation 
---x-2. The Story o:f the South's Cotton 
----3. How a Cake o:f Soap is Made 
4• How wool is Gro .. m 
Judith wants to :find out about cotton. Worki~ on 
a Tobacco Plantation will tell her something ~out 
tobacco. The Story o:f the South's Cotton will tell 
her about cotton. How a Cake o:f Soap is Made will 
tell Judith about soap. How Wool is Grotm will tell 
Judith about Hool. Theref"ore the second story is 
the correct cnsHer, end an x has been put beside it. 
NO'tl DO ALL OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN 'l'HE SANE lvAY 
AlJD BE SURE THAT YOU rv.:AD EACH QUESTION CA'1EFULLY• 
1. In a book about book-friends, which o:f the 
:following chapters is about our Chinese neighbors? 
1. In the Land o:f Cotton 
-----2, The First Chinese Puppets 
3· New Friends at Home 
-----4. Christmas Eve in Mexico 
28 
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2. vThich story will probably be about people? 
_____ 1. Circus Holiday 
2. l.'!ise Mr . Owl 
-----3. The ~ace Be~veen the Hare and the Snail 
_____ 4. Meadow Mouse, the Thrirty Farmer 
3. }1ter Judy had read how the Indians used to eat 
corn she wanted to learn more about corn . Which 
or the following books should she read if she 
wants to learn about corn? 
1. The Story of Food 
----
---
2 . The Red Indian Fairy Book 
---;3 . Our Popcorn Party 4• The Story or Cotton 
---
4· Which child in the rollowing stories lived in 
our country when the first white men came? 
___ 1 . The Lit t le Indian Boy 
2 . Jack O'Lantern 
---3. Fleetroot , the Cave Boy 4· The First American White Child 
---
5 . Which or the follovring stories vlill tell you 
about hmv we grovr our food? 
1 . Ted and Nina Go to the Grocery Store 
---2 . Bobby and Betty on the Farm 
----3. The Outdoor Fruit and Vegetable M~rket 
----4. Growing Big and Strong 
6 . Judy is studying ~bout the different foods that 
are grown in New England . If she wantq to l earn 
about a fruit that might be grown near where she 
lives Hhich book should she r ead? 
1 . \\'here the Tall Corn GroHS 
---
____ 2 . Lumbering in NeH England 
_____ 3 • Picking Apples in the Orchard 
____ 4• An Orange Orchard in the South 
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All of' the following books are about the 'Vlest. 
1r/hich one Hill probably tell you something about 
the work that the people Hho live there do? 
_____ 1. Little Bear's Pinto Pony 
2. Building a Log Cabin 
-----3. Along the Hunting Trail 
_____ 4• Cm·rboy Tommy' s Roundup 
8. You know of' course that some animals are a great 
help to man. Which of' the following stories will 
tell you about the way in which one animal lif'e is 
usef'ul to us? 
_____ 1. Usef'ul Plants and Animals 
2, Jack Milks the CoH 
-----3. Our Four-legged Friends 
____ .....;L~. How Our Kitten Caught a Mouse 
9. The f'lour which bakers use to make bread and pastries 
is made f'rom wheat which has been ground up. Which 
story will probably tell you something about how 
the wheat is changed into f'lour? 
_____ 1. The Story of' Flowers 
____ .....;2• What the World Eats 
----~3· Planting Wheat f'or Market 
-------~· Grinding the Wheat Kernels 
10. Judy wants to read a story about lif'e like hers 
in the city. Which of' the following stories 
should she read? 
1. Mary's Farm Visit 
-----'2. Louise's Adventure on a Train 
3· Farm and City Lif'e 
-----4. The Story of' Houses 
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11. Wheat is called the white mants grain because more 
white men eat bread made out or wheat than any other 
grain. ifuich or the roll owing books will tell you 
about these other grains that 1-1e use ror rood? 
_____ 1. Our Teeth are Our Food-Grinders 
_____ 2. This is the Planting Season 
3. How Eo Threshed Wheat 
-----4. Dirrerent Foods rrom Which We Make Bread 
12. Ir you ;.ranted to read a sea-adventure which story 
would you choose? 
1. Digging ror Sea Shells 
-----2. A Sailor Finds a New World 
3. Ocean Ships in Port 
-----4. Picture Book o£ Sailing Ships 
13. Pick out the story which will probably tell you 
about traveling on land? 
1. Travel by Air OVer Land and Sea 
----2. Highvrays to Laughter 
3. Bicycling Along the Beach 
-----4. Tommie Thatcher Goes to Sea 
14. From the rollowing list o£ movies pick out the 
movie which would tell you the most about what 
to eat? 
. 1. Something You Didn 1 t Eat 
---2. Plan ror Good Eating 
3. King Cereal, Who Came to Breakfast 
-----4. Something to Chew On 
Boat on U:1i v ,-:~·,'; f y 
School of E.!ut.:tt t..J..on 
L11_,_Lft~'.Y 
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1fuich of' the f'ollowing stories will tell you about 
the people who help to keep our community saf'e? 
_____ 1. Toot, the Little Fire-engine 
2. How to Keep Our Town Clean 
-----3. The Friendly Bus Drivers 
----~4· Boy's Book of' Policemen 
You know that we get coal f'rom underneath the ground. 
Which story will tell you something about the coal 
miners 1·rho dig up the coal? 
_____ 1. Riding the Underground Railroad 
_____ 2. Men Who Dig Under the Earth 
3· Pogo's Mining Trip 
----~4. Digging Beneath the Ground f'or Gold 
17. From the f'ollowing list of' books pick out the one 
which you think will tell you the most about f'arm 
lif'e? 
----~1. olhy We Raise Pigs on the Farm 
_____ 2. Visiting a Truck Farm 
3. Smiling Hill Farm 
-----4. Our Country Cousins in the City 
18. 1-Jhich of' the f'ollowing lines f'rom children's poems 
19. 
do you think is speaking of' summer? 
1. The sunless world was white and gray 
-----2. The budding trees are bending down 
----~3· Golden tassels of' corn waved in the 
hot breeze 
4• Who comes lightly dancing over the snow 
--· 
'Nhich of' the f'ollowing stories will tell you 
something about what you can do every 'lay to keep 
yourself' healthy? 
1. Of'f' to See the Doctor 
--2. Saf'ety Can Be Fun 
3. 'tlorking Together f'or Health 
----~4. Picture Book of' Signs of' Good Health 
32 
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20. ifuich of the following books will tell you something 
about hoH 1-re get Hool for our clothes? 
1. Stories of Shepherd Life 
-----2. The Cloth Factory in the South 
3. Shearing the Sheep 
-----4. Animals that Clothe Us 
21. Most of our clothing comes from either animal~ or 
plants. vlhich of the follo•,ring stories will tell 
you something about the animals whose skin we use 
for leather? 
___ 1. How the Indians Hade Deerskin 
2. The Story of Leather 
----3. Useful Plants and Animals 
--~4· Good Times on a Dairy Farm 
22. Which of the folloHing stories tells something about 
how people trade goods with one another? 
____ 1. Bob 1 s Trip on a Fruit Steamer 
2. Picture Book of Ships 
---3. Story Pictures of Travel and Trade 
___ 4• Jimmy the Grocery Man 
23. '.Vhich of the follo•·ling stories will probably tell 
you something about how we keep in touch with each 
other by Hriting letters? 
___ 1. Planning for a School Post Office 
____ 2. Keeping in Touch by Telephone 
3. Ho>.; Man Learned to Write 
---L~. The Postman Brings a Note 
2L~. Judy was studying about fish. Which of the follm-dng 
books should she read if she wantG to learn about 
the different kinds of fish that live in the ocean? 
1. Animals that Live in Water 
---2. Tod and Nina Go Fishing in the Lake 
___ 3.· Fisherman Tommie Visit~. the City 
4 Lester's Trip on a Fishing Bent 
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Which of the following stories will probably tell you 
about food that is grown? 
___ 1 .• Basketful, the Story of Our Foods 
___ 2. The Story of Milk and its Products 
3. Visit to a Poultry Farm 
---4. Why We Need to Eat Good Foods 
1Vhich story will tell you about the products 
which farmers bring to the fair? 
1. Paco Goes to the Fair 
---·2. Baby Animals on the Farm 
3· The Three Little Pigs Go to Market 
----~4. Story Book of Foods from the Field 
27. Judy was studying about h01-1 we keep our houses warm 
in the •linter by burning many different kinds of fuel. 
\Vhich of the following books will tell Judy more 
about hoc.; we keep warm? 
----.1. How the Animals Keep !farm in the 11linter 
2. lrlearing Clothes to Fit the oleather 
----·3. The Story of the Old Fashioned Coal Stove 
___ _:4• How the Sun Makes us Warm 
• 
• 
APPENDIX II 
THE TEST SCORES AND 
I. Q'S OF 203 CHILD~EN 
SCO'\ES AND I. Q.'S OF 204 THIRD GRADE CHILD1EN 
• Pupil Sex Score I.Q.. Pupil Sex Score I • Q.. 
1 G 24 130 28 G 18 107 
2 G 23 143 24 G 18 115 
3 G 22 122 25 G 18 109 
4 G 21 118 26 G 18 112 
5 G 21 153 27 G 18 100 
6 G 20 112 28 G 18 107 
7 G 20 119 29 G 17 110 
8 G 20 91 30 G 17 111 
9 G 20 166 31 G 17 123 
10 G 20 124 32 G 17 125 
11 G 20 111 33 G 17 115 
12 G 20 106 34 G 17 87 
13 G 19 98 35 G 17 113 
' lLJ- G 19 1!1.4 36 G 17 111 
15 G 19 103 37 G 17 136 
16 G 19 112 38 G 17 145 
17 G 19 121 39 G 17 133 
18 G 19 160 L1-o G 17 119 
• 
19 G 19 141 41 G 16 110 
20 G 18 108 42 G 16 144 
21 G 18 125 43 G 16 104 
22 G 18 126 44 G 16 133 
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Pupil Sex Score I • Q.. Pupil Sex Score I .Q.. 
4.5 G. 15 140 66 G 12 110 
46 G 1.5 110 67 G 12 100 
47 G 15 134 68 G 12 83 
48 G 15 11.5 69 G 12 117 
49 G 15 113 70 G 12 129 
.50 G 15 140 71 G 12 115 
.51 G 1.5 111 72 G 12 107 
.52 G 1.5 116 73 G 12 104 
.53 G 14 110 74 G 12 10.5 
.54 G 14 93 7.5 G 12 99 
.55 G 14 97 76 G 12 83 
.56 G 14 91 77 G 12 11.5 
57 G 14 131 78 G 12 117 
.58 G 14 93 79 G 11 127 
.59 G lL~ 127 80 G 11 114 
60 G 13 131 81 G 11 108 
61 G 13 104 82 G 11 111 
62 G 13 110 83 G 11 98 
63 G 13 106 84 G 11 112 
• 64 G 13 118 85 G 11 119 65 G 13 137 86 G 10 120 
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Pupil Sex Score I.Q. Pupil Sex Score I .Q. 
87 G 10 129 109 B 18 13.5 
88 G 10 119 110 B 17 121 
89 G 10 110 111 B 17 113 
90 G 9 12.5 112 B 17 121 
91 G 8 108 113 B 17 133 
92 G 8 89 114 B 16 123 
93 G 8 108 115 B 16 120 
94 G 8 109 116 B 16 120 
95 G 8 10.5 117 B 16 106 
96 G 7 120 118 B 16 100 
97 G 7 102 119 B 16 108 
98 G 7 119 120 B 16 116 
99 B 23 123 121 B 16 93 
100 B 21 120 122 B 1.5 96 
101 B 21 121 123 B 1.5 128 
102 B 21 112 124 B 15 101 
103 B 20 110 125 B 1.5 127 
104 B 20 104 126 B 1.5 108 
10.5 B 20 111 127 B 15 124 
• 
106 B 20 111 128 B 1.5 110 
107 B 19 120 129 B 14 100 
108 B 19 145 130 B 14 116 
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Pupil Sex Score I.Q. Pupil Sex Score I .Q. 
131 B 14 139 154 B 12 121 
132 B 14 ll8 155 B 12 105 
133 B 14 147 156 B 12 128 
134 B 14 98 157 B 12 10.5 
13.5 B 14 ll8 158 B 12 106 
136 B 14 lll~ 159 B 12 ll4 
137 B 14 101 160 B 12 103 
138 B 13 102 161 B 12 10Li-
139 B 13 136 162 B ll 123 
140 B 13 137 163 B ll 131 
141 B 13 123 164 B ll 109 
11~2 B 13 102 16.5 B ll 140 
143 B 13 ll6 166 B ll ll7 
144 B 13 101 167 B ll 135 
145 B 13 ll7 168 B ll 99 
146 B 13 111 169 B 10 122 
liJ-7 B 12 99 170 B 10 100 
148 B 12 121 171 B 10 124 
149 B 12 109 172 B 10 lL~6 
• 150 B 12 ll9 173 B 10 ll7 151 B 12 ll4 174 B 10 113 
152 B 12 109 175 B 10 110 
153 B 12 117 176 3 10 110 
• Pupil Sex Score I.Q. 
Pupil Sex Score I.Q. 
177 B 10 85 199 B 5 105 
178 B 9 101 200 B 5 116 
179 B 9 110 201 B 5 91 
180 B 9 14.7 202 B 5 83 
181 B 9 128 203 B 5 94 
182 B 9 112 
183 B 9 112 
184 B 8 101 
185 B 8 91 
186 B 8 95 
187 B 8 115 
188 B 7 123 
189 B 7 95 
190 B 7 108 
191 B 7 94 
192 B 7 116 
193 B 7 99 
191+ B 6 104 
195 B 6 114 
• 196 B 6 104 197 B 6 94 
198 B 5 110 
